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Approaching Work-Conserving Scheduling
Algorithm for Mixed Unicast and Multicast in
Combined Input and Crosspoint Queued Switch
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Abstract—A novel scheduling algorithm supporting mixed unicast and multicast traffic and featured by the longest virtual queue
first (LVQF) was proposed for combined input and crosspoint
queued (CICQ) architecture. Considering the differences between
unicast and multicast traffic, LVQF takes the virtual queue length
as the weight value for unicast and multicast queues. The weight
setting of LVQF coordinates the fairness of unicast and multicast
scheduling efficiently. Moreover, the design of LVQF is characterized by approaching the inherent work-conserving of the output
queued architecture. By balancing the occupancy of crosspoint
buffers, LVQF maintains the switch operating in a work-conserving
state to the largest extend. By introducing the traffic regulation module in CICQ, an enhanced approaching work-conserving
(AWC) algorithm developed from LVQF (AWC-LVQF) is proposed
to further approach the work-conserving state. Simulation results
demonstrate that LVQF and AWC-LVQF algorithms can significantly improve the average latency performance with respect to
the existing popular algorithms for CICQ switch. In particular, the
performance improvement enlarges as the ratio of multicast traffic
increases.
Index Terms—Combined input and crosspoint queued (CICQ),
packet scheduling, unicast and multicast, weight.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the rapid growth of internet multicast traffic such
as video conferencing, remote seminars, and network
television, it has become a critical issue to efficiently support
multicast switching in the packet switching networks [1]. The
multicast can eliminate traffic redundancy and therefore greatly
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improve the bandwidth utilization. Therefore, the switches capable of processing multicast so as to support “one-to-many”
communication are increasingly desired in the packet switching
networks.
To obtain satisfying quality of service (QoS), traditional output queued (OQ) switches require N speedup (N is the number
of input/output ports), resulting in poor scalability. [2]. First in
and first out (FIFO) algorithms of OQ switches could theoretically achieve the best performance at the expense of N speedup.
However, OQ switches are not suitable for building a large-scale
network since it is hard to implement N memory write/read
speed with respect to the line speed. Therefore, FIFO in OQ
only provides a performance bound for scheduling algorithms
in other input queued (IQ) architectures. IQ switches, wiping
out the N speedup requirement, are therefore suitable for building high-speed, large-capacity packet switching networks [3].
However, IQ suffers from the well-known head of line (HoL)
issue. To eliminate the HoL issue in IQ, a virtual output queuing
(VOQ) switch was proposed and has been extensively studied
in the past two decades. The scheduling algorithms proposed
in [4]–[6] could achieve satisfied performance. However, those
algorithms only address the unicast scheduling issue, and high
time complexity is also introduced due to the complex control in
the VOQ switching fabric. Aiming at decreasing the complexity
of the scheduling algorithms, a combined input and crossbar
queued (CICQ) switch was invented to simplify the control
process by parallelly scheduling the input and output ports. The
input port and output port contentions in CICQ are decoupled by
configuring a small memory, e.g., 64 bytes at each crosspoint [7].
In the CICQ switching fabric, a large amount of scheduling
algorithms for unicast traffic [8]–[10] or multicast traffic [11]–
[13] have been proposed. Those scheduling algorithms can be
classified in two categories: round robin (RR) based [9], [13] and
weight based [8], [10]–[12]. The former has low complexity but
poor performance, while the latter achieves better performance
at the penalty of increasing algorithm complexity. However, all
those algorithms do not consider the scheduling of the mixed
unicast and multicast traffic. To address this problem, the intuitive solution is to isolate the unicast and multicast packets in
the switching fabric and to adopt the respective scheduling algorithms. The isolated solutions are easy to implement but result in
poor performance with inefficient resource utilization [14]–[16].
To solve the low efficiency of isolated scheduling algorithms, integrated scheduling algorithms for mixed unicast and
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multicast traffic have been proposed [17]–[20]. Mhamdi pioneered an integrated multicast and unicast round robin scheduling (MURS) algorithm in CICQ [17]. MURS simply inherits the
low complexity of RR resulting in poor performance. To improve
the unsatisfied performance of RR-based MURS, weight-based
low-cost multicast scheduling (LCMS) was proposed in [19].
LCMS takes the waiting time of unicast and multicast cells as
the weight. LCMS achieves better performance than MURS by
taking the fanout of multicast into consideration. However, the
multicast weight value w(0 < w < 1) needs to be set manually
based on the multicast traffic ratio, which is hard to know in
advance. By obtaining the multicast service ratios with real-time
traffic prediction in time period T , a predictive unicast and multicast scheduling (PUMS) scheme is proposed [20]. Frame-based
PUMS outperforms the performance of MURS; however, PUMS
needs ≥2/ηm speedup to keep the CICQ stable where ηm is
the throughput of the multicast packets. Speedup is not desired,
generally due to the hard implementation of the hardware. And
it would be unfair to quantitatively compare the performance of
speedup-free algorithms with PUMS.
With the weight set as the max-fanout of multicast cells,
Dong proposed an integrated algorithm (max-fanout first and
maximum ratio of service first) MF-MRSF [18]. The interaction
between multicast and unicast is not sufficiently and jointly considered, resulting in unsatisfied performance. To meet the need
for high-speed switching, a pipeline scheduler was proposed to
find a better schedule by doubling the execution time of the
scheduler [21]. The pipeline scheduler is much simpler to suit
the high-speed operation but with large packet delay. To fully
exploit the benefits of the single-iteration scheduling mechanism, a two-bit single-iteration (2BSI) scheduling algorithm was
proposed [22]. 2BSI is also suitable for the high-speed switching
operation due to the simplicity of single-iteration. However,
the coordination between unicast and multicast is only roughly
addressed.
Though the proposed algorithms for scheduling mixed unicast and multicast traffics achieve relatively high throughput,
which is defined as the rate of successful packets delivery from
input ports to the output ports over the switch under a stable
status, compared with the FIFO algorithm in OQ, there is still
a relatively large performance gap. The main reason is that the
OQ switch stays in work-conserving status all the time, and
100% throughput is achieved at the expense of N speedup. In
other words, if there is a packet destining one output port before
scheduling in the current slot, then one packet must be scheduled
from this output port after the scheduling in the current slot to
maintain the work conservation. Therefore, we can conclude that
the maximum switching capacity of the switch can be achieved
under the work-conserving status.
The design of existing scheduling algorithms in CICQ have
only taken weights such as queue length, waiting time of head
cell, into consideration. In this article, to efficiently coordinate
the contentions between unicast and multicast packets, we use
virtual queue length as the weight of multicast cell, rather
than using the queue length in reported algorithms. To the
best of our knowledge, we are also the first to propose the
scheduling algorithms in CICQ by considering the approaching work-conserving status of CICQ. Moreover, an enhanced

algorithm, i.e., approaching work-conserving longest virtual
queue first (AWC-LVQF), with AWC module regulating the
incoming traffic is further proposed. The simulation results show
that the performance of both LVQF and AWC-LVQF are superior
to MF-MRSF, LCMS, and 2BSI. The main contributions of the
article are listed as follows.
1) Theoretical analysis was derived with consideration of the
relations between the work-conserving of CICQ and the
status matrices of VOQ, XB, as well as the traffic arriving
matrix A.
2) We proposed three theorems in our article, which are utilized to guide the design of our proposed LVQF algorithm
for CICQ so as to approach the work-conserving status.
3) Under the help of the traffic regulation module, AWCLVQF further improves the scheduling performance in
CICQ with respect to LVQF.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II, the system
model is described. In Section III, the analysis of the scheduling
process and work-conservation approaches are presented, then
a novel scheduling algorithm LVQF is proposed. In Section IV,
the AWC-LVQF algorithm is proposed benefiting from the
adoption of the AWC module. Several traffic patterns are taken
into consideration to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms, and the obtained results are discussed in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes the article by summing up the
most important results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The CICQ switch operates in synchronized mode. In the
operation of CICQ, we denote the packet with a fixed length
as a cell. One slot is defined as the time for a cell transporting
through the crossbar. The cell scheduled into the XB by input
arbiter (IA) will be scheduled out of the XB by the output arbiter
(OA) at the next slot. Therefore, a complete scheduling in the
CICQ switch comprises the input scheduling of the current slot
and the output scheduling of the next slot.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of CICQ switching
fabric with traffic regulation module. The CICQ switch fabric
maintains N unicast VOQs and k multicast queues (MQs) for
each input port. The CICQ switch is composed of N 1 × N demultiplexer between (N + k) uni-/multi-cast queues and XB as
well as N N × 1 multiplexer between XBs and output ports. The
key character of CICQ is that the input and output contentions
are decoupled. Therefore, the input and output schedules operate
parallelly.
In Fig. 1, there is an AWC module in front of the input stage
in the system model for traffic regulation. The arriving traffic
is regulated among the input ports based on the status of the
VOQ and XB buffer. The target is to approach work-conserving
in the scheduling process maximally, and therefore to obtain
the comparable performance to OQ in terms of throughput and
latency. As shown in Fig. 1, the IA determines the cell that is
transported from the VOQ or MQ to the corresponding XB. The
CICQ will stay in work-conserving status all the time under
the condition that the buffer of XBs are infinite. However, the
buffer size of the XB is pretty small for the practical chip
design [23]. We only consider memory size of 1 packet in the
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Fig. 1.
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CICQ switching architecture with traffic regulation module (IA: input arbiter, OA: output arbiter).

crosspoint and focus on approaching the work-conserving in
CICQ switch under crosspoint size of 1 [24], [25]. Therefore,
we do not have the memory configuring and maintaining issues.
The difficulty for CICQ to maintain work-conserving service
comes from the total unpredictability of the arriving traffic. It
is true that increasing the memory size XBs could further push
CICQ to approach the work-conserving status resulting in better
performance. When the memory size in XBs is unlimited, CICQ
would evolve into an OQ switch. However, it would be hard to
increase the memory size in XBs in practice.
The credit-based flow control is predominantly used to coordinate input and output scheduling in CICQ switches [26].
Credit-based flow control is implemented link-by-link. Before
forwarding any cell from the input to the XB, the input needs
to receive credits for the XB. At various times, the XB sends
credits to the input indicating the availability of buffer space for
receiving data cells. After having received credits, the input is
eligible to forward data cell to the XB according to the received
credit information. Each time the input forwards a data cell, it
decrements its current credit balance for input by one. The credit
update protocol (CUP) [27] is an efficient and robust protocol
for implementing credit control over a link.
At the output stage, each arbiter chooses a cell from the XB,
which is OQ scheduling essentially. Therefore, all scheduling
algorithms of OQ can achieve 100% throughput in the OA.
Different scheduling algorithms only vary in the average latency.
However, the arbitration of the output arbiter also depends on
the status of the XBs, which is determined by the IA. Therefore,
there exist interactions among IA, XB, and OA, which put
rigorous requirements on the design of the high-performance
scheduling algorithm for CICQ.
III. APPROACHING WORK-CONSERVING
It is well known that 2N − N − 1 multicast queues at each
input port are needed to completely eliminate the HoL of
multicast cells [28]. However, it is difficult or even impossible

to implement in practice especially for large-scale switches.
The prevalent method is to set K(1 ≤ K  2N − N − 1)
multicast queues to relieve the HoL of multicast cells. The
arriving multicast cells are pushed into MQ based on various
cell assignment (CA) mechanisms since k multicast queues
can not contain all the possible destination port sets [29]. The
generally adopted CA mechanism is the module algorithm due
to its high efficiency [30]. Module algorithm calculates the
index of the MQ l as
l = mod(φ, K)

(1)

where the multicast cells should be pushed into the queue whose
index is the remainder of the fanout of the arrived multicast
cells φ divided by the total number of multicast queues K.
After CA, the IA chooses one queue for each input port
during the input scheduling. On the issue of arbitration between
unicast and multicast queues, if insufficient weight is assigned
to a multicast queue, the performance of multicast cells will
deteriorate rapidly and the whole performance of the algorithm
will be influenced greatly. On the contrary, complete priority
given to multicast queues will result in unfairness, which causes
a serious degradation of unicast performance. To improve the
whole performance, reasonable weight based on the characteristic of unicast and multicast cells should be set for unicast and
multicast queues. In the design of the new algorithm, the fanout
of multicast cell is taken into consideration to efficiently coordinate the scheduling fairness of unicast and multicast. We set the
sum of the current fanout of the total queued cells as the weight
of the multicast queue. Though the mean of all the current fanout
of queued cells could also be set as the weight of the multicast
queues. In this scenario, it is hard to find suitable weight for
the unicast queues. On one hand, the weight of unicast can not
be set as the mean of the total queued unicast cells. Otherwise,
all the head cells in unicast queues have the same weight of
1 resulting in unfairness between different unicast queues. On
the other hand, if we keep the unicast weight as the sum of
the current cells in unicast queues. It will enhance the weight of
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unicast greatly with respect to the multicast resulting unfairness.
Therefore, we do not consider the mean of all the current fanout
of the total queued cells as the weight of multicast queues. To
achieve high throughput and low latency, the algorithm should
approach the work-conserving status maximally. The original
definition of work-conserving for a general switch is that no
output will remain idle if a packet in the switch is destined to
it [31]. To facilitate the understanding of the work-conserving
in CICQ switch, the definition of the work-conserving of CICQ
is shown in Definition 1.
Definition 1: The work-conserving status of CICQ is defined
as the following: before the scheduling process of one slot, if
there are cells destining to an output port, then there must be
a cell leaving from this output port after the scheduling in the
current slot.
Take VOQi,j as the jth unicast queue of input port i. Let
XBi,j denote the XB connecting input port i and output port j
(when XBi,j is empty, XBi,j = 0; otherwise, XBi,j = 1). Let
Bj be the number of cells in jth column of XB. Denote F as the
set of output ports having packet destining to. While E is a subset
of F by extracting the elements with Bj of zero in F. Assuming
that the size of set E is M . VOQN ×M is obtained by choosing
M columns whose Bj equals 0 from VOQN ×N . The following
Theorem 1 offers the relation between work-conserving status
and the value of Bj for each output port.
Theorem 1: Both the sufficiency and the necessity of achieving work-conserving in CICQ is that for any output port j in set
E, Bj is larger than 0 after input scheduling while before output
scheduling.
Proof (Sufficiency): Based on the characteristic of set E,
we know that for all j ∈ E, Bj = 0 before input scheduling.
/ E, we have
Moreover, for the output ports j  ∈ F and j  ∈
Bj > 0 before input scheduling, and therefore Bj > 0 after the
input scheduling. From the sufficiency condition, we know that
Bj > 0 after input scheduling while before output scheduling for
all j ∈ E. Therefore, for any output port j  ∈ F, we have Bj > 0
after the input scheduling while before output scheduling. That
is to say, a packet can be scheduled from any output port in set F.
Therefore, work-conserving is maintained based on Definition
1. Sufficiency is proved.
(Necessity): We proof it by reductio. If the necessity does
not meet, that is to say, after input scheduling while before
output scheduling, ∃j ∈ E, and Bj = 0. Therefore, no cell is
transported from output port j in the output scheduling. But
there are cells destining to output port j since j ∈ E. Therefore, we have j ∈ F since E is a subset of F. That is to say,
work-conserving is not realized, which is contradicted with the
condition of work-conserving. Necessity is proved.
Both sufficiency and necessity are established, so Theorem 1
is proved. To facilitate the analysis of the working conserving
status of the CICQ switch, we give the following definition of
the complete match for VOQN ×M .
Definition 2: Complete match of VOQN ×M is defined as
that the maximum matching number of VOQN ×M is M.
A maximum matching is a matching of maximum size. Then
Theorem 2 gives the relationship between complete match of
VOQN ×M and work-conserving status of CICQ switch.

Theorem 2: The CICQ switch stays in work-conserving status
is equivalent to say that VOQN ×M achieves complete match.
Proof (Sufficiency): We proof it by reductio. If VOQN ×M
does not achieve complete match, then the maximum matching
number of VOQN ×M is less than M . That is to say, at most
M − 1 matches can be established during the input scheduling.
For all the M output ports in set E, we have Bj = 0 before
input scheduling. There will be at least one output port j ∈ E
with Bj = 0 after input scheduling under any maximum matching, and work-conserving can not be achieved. Therefore, the
assumption is not true. The sufficiency is proved.
Necessity: If the maximum matching number of VOQN ×M
achieves M , one packet can be scheduled into the XB for each
of all the M output ports in set E. It means that for ∀j ∈ E,
we have Bj = 1 after input scheduling algorithm with maximum matching. Therefore, work-conserving can be got under
Theorem 1. The necessity is proved.
Under the establishment of both sufficiency and necessity,
Theorem 2 is proved. Based on Theorem 2, we can tell whether
the switch stays in work-conserving or not by judging the maximum matching number of VOQN ×M . Moreover, we give the
following two definitions of double solid matrix and nonintegral
matrix as well as Theorem 3 to help us to make the judgment on
the complete match of VOQN ×M .
Definition 3: Double solid matrix CN ×(k+2) with order k is
defined as the matrix where the elements CN ×(k+2) (i, i) and
CN ×(k+2) (i, i + 1) are 1 when the row index i ≤ k + 1, and
the elements in all other rows are 0.
There are 3 cases of matrix CN ×(k+2) as shown in the
following:

T
1 0 ··· 0
1) k = 0, CN ×2 =
1 0 ··· 0
Only the first row has two elements
elements in all other rows are zero.
⎡
1
⎢
⎢∗
⎢.
⎢.
⎢.
⎢
2) 0 < k < N − 2, CN ×(k+2) = ⎢
⎢∗
⎢
⎢0
⎢.
⎢.
⎣.
0

of value 1, while the
1 ∗ ···
1 1 ···
.. ..
. . ···
∗ ∗ ···
0 0 ···
.. ..
. . ···
0 0 ···

∗
∗
..
.
1
0
..
.
0

⎤
∗
⎥
∗⎥
.. ⎥
⎥
.⎥
⎥
1⎥
⎥
⎥
0⎥
.. ⎥
⎥
.⎦
0

The star symbol ∗ denotes either 0 or 1.
⎤
⎡
1 1 ∗ ··· ∗ ∗
⎢∗ 1 1 · · · ∗ ∗⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢. . .
.. .. ⎥
⎥
.
.
.
3) k = N − 2, CN ×N = ⎢
⎢. . . · · · . .⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣∗ ∗ ∗ · · · 1 1⎦
0 0 0 ··· 0 0
It is observed that only the elements in the N th row are all
zero when k = N − 2. All the three cases of double solid matrix
share one feature: the number of columns is at least one more
than the number of the nonzero rows.
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Definition 4: Nonintegral matrix FN ×N is the matrix that
contains a double solid matrix CN ×(k+2) of order k after elementary transformation (0 ≤ k ≤ N − 2).
Based on the Definition 3 and 4, Theorem 3 is obtained as
follows:
Theorem 3: For nonintegral matrix VOQN ×M , it is equivalent to that it can not achieve a complete match.
Proof (Sufficiency): VOQN ×M is nonintegral matrix, that is
to say, VOQN ×M contains double solid matrix after elementary
transformation. Therefore, the maximum matching number of
VOQN ×M is less than M, namely, VOQN ×M can not achieve
complete match. From Theorem 2, VOQN ×M is of nonworkconserving status.
(Necessity): VOQN ×M can not achieve complete match,
then VOQN ×M is of nonwork-conserving status from the deduction of Theorem 2. If there exists one input port desiring to
match two outputs in one slot, then work conserving can not
be achieved since only one output can be matched with this
input port. Desiring to match two output ports simultaneously
means that there are two cells to be transported in this input port,
namely, the corresponding elements in the VOQN ×M is 1. For
example, in a 4 × 4 switch with matrix of
⎡

VOQN ×M

1
⎢0
⎢
=⎢
⎣0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

⎤
0
0⎥
⎥
⎥
0⎦
0

the input port 1 has two packets destining to output ports 1 and
2, respectively.
The reasons causing the complete match can not be met are
classified into two categories. One is unrelated with other input
ports, and the other one is related with other ports. For the former
one, the elements in other rows are all zero, that is to say, the order
of double solid matrix CN ×(k+2) is 0; otherwise, the matching
can be met. For example, if input port 3 has a packet destining
output 2, namely


VOQ4×2

1 0 0 0
=
1 0 1 0

T

then it achieves a complete match.
For the latter, though this input port has two cells to be
transported, when it is related with another input port, workconserving can be met. The only reason that work-conserving is
not met is due to the fact that this second input port also has two
transportation requirements. This is the analysis of two input
ports, and a similar deduction can be applied to k such input
ports, which correspond to the double solid matrix CN ×k with
order of k − 2.
In brief, one input port intending to match two outputs at the
same time can be described by the matrix VOQN ×M shown in
1), 2) or 3). Namely, VOQN ×M is a nonintegral matrix on the
basis of its definition.

Fig. 2.

5

Mechanism for the input scheduling of the CICQ.

IV. LVQF ALGORITHM
A. Mechanism Analysis
Based on the analysis in Section III, for the design of the new
algorithm, we should push the VOQN ×M matrix to achieve a
complete match, namely, to guarantee that VOQN ×M is not a
nonintegral matrix to the maximal extent. Therefore, we balance
the cell number of each column XB to ensure the value of M to
be small to the greatest extent. The output port whose column
XB has the least number of cells is chosen with the highest
priority. Then the destinations’ number of each input port whose
destinations include the chosen output are calculated. In other
words, the destinations’ union set of the total head cells in each
eligible input port. And the input port with the least number of
destinations is chosen for input scheduling to avoid a double
solid matrix appearing in matrix VOQN ×M .
Take the scenario shown in Fig. 2 as an example, the XB
of output port 1 has the least number of cells (B1 = 1, B2 =
B4 = 3, B3 = 2). In Fig. 2, the destinations of the unicast and
multicast are shown above the unicast and multicast head cells.
The input port 1, 3, and 4 are eligible ports since they have cells
destining to output port 1. Input port 1 has a unicast head cell
with a destination of 1, while the input port 4 has a multicast head
cell destining output port 1, 2, and 3. The destination number
of those input ports are calculated with the value of 1, 2, 3,
respectively. Therefore, the input port 1 is chosen as it has the
least number of destinations.
For the contention arbitration of unicast and multicast cells,
when an input port gets the transportation chance, the virtual
queue lengths of VOQ and MQ of this input port are chosen
as weights in LVQF to coordinate the contention. The virtual
queue length of the unicast queue is the real queue length since
the fanout of unicast is a constant one, while the weight of the
multicast queue is the sum of the current fanout of the total
queued cells. To alleviate the HoL of multicast cells in output
scheduling, the weight of XB takes the head cells status of the
corresponding input port into consideration. Similar to the input
schedule, the weight values of XBs are also set based on the
weight of corresponding unicast and multicast virtual queue
lengths.
For the description convenience of the scheduling process, we
define the related symbols in Table I. The XB weight W X i,j is
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TABLE I
DEFINITION OF THE PARAMETERS

calculated by summing the corresponding queue length of Vi,j
and the virtual queue lengths of all the Mi,k whose head cell has
output port j as destination.
We adopt Modulo as the CA mechanism in the LVQF algorithm. Assuming there are K MQs totally for each input port,
the multicast cells with fanout of φ will be pushed into Mi,k
with k = mod(φ, K). The detailed operations of LVQF are elaborated, including the input scheduling and output scheduling.
When there is more than one port with the same weight in the
operation of the proposed algorithm LVQF, one random port is
chosen to break the ties.
B. Input Scheduling
The detailed operation of input scheduling is shown in Algorithm 1. Before the operation of the Algorithm 1, the IE and OE
are initialized to the complete set of the input ports and output
ports, respectively. The Algorithm 1 searches the match from
the output port j with the minimal value of E O j .
For output port j, the value of W P i is calculated. If the values
of all W P i equal 0, which means that there is no cell destining
to output port j, and thus output port j is not matched. Then the
algorithm starts to find another output port p. If the least value
of W P i is not 0, then the weight of unicast queue W U i,p and
multicast queue weight W M i,l (l = mod(φ, K), and p ∈ φ) are
calculated. The head cell with the largest weight is transported
to the corresponding XB. If the multicast cell is chosen, then the
maximum matching is carried out to the row XBs of input port
i according to the fanout destinations.
C. Output Scheduling
The operation of output scheduling is shown in Algorithm 2.
The weight WX i,j for XBi,j is first calculated, and the cell with
the largest W X i,j is chosen for output scheduling.
V. AWC-LVQF ALGORITHM
As mentioned in Section IV, whether the switch can achieve
work-conserving depends on the arriving traffic and the status of
VOQ and XB in the current slot. The work-conserving ratio can
be improved by regulating the coming traffic under the operation
of the AWC module.

Denote the traffic matrix of VOQ and MQ by UN ×N and
MN ×N , respectively, while the status matrix of the arriving traffic is denoted as AN ×N . Without loss of generality, we assume
that E = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eM }. Then we have Bej = 0, ∀ej ∈ E.
Denote the number of columns with all zero elements in AN ×N
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as p. The indexes of those p columns form set S with the size of p,
and S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sp }. The rest N − p columns with not all
zero elements constitute set S. Denote T as the intersection set of
E and S, and assume T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tg } (g ≤ p, and g ≤ M ).
Set T is composed of the output ports that have no arriving cell
with Bti of 0 at current slot (i ≤ g). While the intersection set
of E and S is denoted as set V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vh } (h ≤ N − p,
and h ≤ M ). Output ports in set V have arriving cells with Bvi
of 0 at current slot (i ≤ h).
By extracting the columns of UN ×N and MN ×N with index
of t1 , t2 , . . ., tg , matrix UN ×g and MN ×g can be constructed,
respectively. Moreover, UN ×g1 and MN ×g2 are built by deleting the columns with all zero elements in matrix UN ×g and
MN ×g (g1 ≤ g, g2 ≤ g). The goal of seeking matrix UN ×g1
and MN ×g2 is to set the matching priority to the output ports
that no cells are destining to. Thus, traffic regulation has no
influence on those output ports.
Theorem 4: Choose at most one queue from g1 VOQs and
k MQs of each port, if the destination matrix D of the chosen queues contains max(g1 , g2 ) output port set H, workconserving can be achieved in this slot with traffic regulation,
otherwise, work-conserving can not be achieved.
Proof: After at most one queue is chosen from each input
port, if the destination matrix D of the chosen queues contains
max(g1 , g2 ) output ports, that is to say, the maximum matching
of matrix D is max(g1 , g2 ). Therefore, for any j ∈ H after
input scheduling, we have Bj = 1 > 0, and work-conserving
is achieved in this slot. On the contrary, if the condition is not
satisfied, after input scheduling, there must be at least one output
port j ∈ H, we have Bj = 1 > 0. Therefore, work-conserving
can not be achieved in this slot.
The AWC-LVQF works as shown in Algorithm 3.
In order to show the operation process of the AWC-LVQF
algorithm clearly. Take the following example of a 4 × 4 CICQ
switch. A is the arriving traffic matrix at the current slot, a unicast
cell with destination of output port 3 arrives at input port 2, while
a multicast cell (fanout equals 2) with destination of output port
1 and 2 arrives at input port 4. There are unicast and multicast
cells destining output 3 and 4 in the input queues. The matrices
U and M are the queue status of VOQ and MQ, respectively.
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎢0 0 0 0⎥
⎢0 0 1 0⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
U=⎢
⎥
⎥, M = ⎢
⎣0 0 0 0⎦
⎣0 0 0 0⎦
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎢0 0 0 0⎥
⎢0 0 1 0⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
A=⎢
⎥
⎥, XB = ⎢
⎣0 0 0 0⎦
⎣0 0 0 0⎦
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
Considering no traffic regulation scenario, there are cells
destining output ports 1, 2, 3, and 4. However, input port 4
can only schedule one multicast cell to the XB, either the new
arriving multicast with destination of output ports 1 and 2, or
the buffered multicast cell with destination of output ports 3 and
4. And we know that input port 2 can schedule the new arriving

7

Fig. 3. XB status after input scheduling under traffic regulation (multicast cell
is regulated from input 4 to input 3).

unicast cell with output port 2 to XB2,1 . Therefore, at most 3
cells can be scheduling from output ports 2, 3, and 4 during the
output scheduling. No cell can be scheduled from output 1 during
the output scheduling process. Therefore, work-conserving can
not be achieved,
However, if we regulate the new arriving multicast cell from
input port 4 to input 3, as shown in Fig. 3, there are cells in
XB3,1 , XB3,2 , XB4,3 , XB4,4 after the input scheduling. It is
clear that work-conserving is achieved in this slot.
VI. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF LVQF AND AWC-LVQF
Before the analysis, we should note that the N input ports and
output ports of the CICQ switch can run parallelly. That is to say,
the scheduling algorithm can be operated parallelly so that the
time complexity of the proposed algorithm can be decreased.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS IN IQ SWITCHES (T IS THE SAMPLE PERIOD IN PUMS)

First, we analyze the time complexity of the input scheduling
in Algorithm 1 line by line. In the second line 2, the value of
E O j for the N output ports can be calculated parallelly with the
time complexity of O(1). In the third line, instead of achieving
time complexity of O(N logN ) in both merging sorting and heap
sorting, a time complexity of O(d(N + r)) can be achieved in
the radix sort (d is the cardinal number and r is the number of
digits). Moreover, a time complexity of O(N ) can be achieved in
the odd-even exchange sort, which is the parallel generalization
of the simple bubble sort. Since the while loop of the output
ports can run parallel, we analyze the time complexity of the
statements in the while loop. The statements of the line 5 and
18 have a time complexity of O(N ) to find the maximum
and minimum. The sort statement in line 13 also has a time
complexity of O(N ). All other statements of input scheduling
have a time complexity of O(1). For the output scheduling of
LVQF in Algorithm 2, the calculation of W X i,j in line 3 can be
obtained parallelly resulting time complexity of O(1). Only the
statement in line 5 has a time complexity of O(N ). Therefore,
the time complexity of LVQF is O(N ) considering the time
complexity of both Algorithm 1 and 2.
In Algorithm 3, the size of set E is far less than the size of
complete set OE = {1, .., N } under high load. And the size of
V is no larger than the size of E since V is a subset of set E.
In the high-load scenario, a large amount of contentions will
happen, and therefore most of the XB buffer will be occupied.
For the output ports in set T and E, the algorithm 3 can run
parallelly. However, this is not the case for the output ports in
set V since there might be traffic regulation between input ports.
Under simulation, we have found that for a CICQ switch, there
are around O(logN ) columns with all XB buffer occupation of
0. However, we have not been able to prove that this relation
holds theoretically. The time complexity of algorithm 3 is taken
as O(N logN ). Therefore, the time complexity of AWC-LVQF
is O(N logN ) since the output scheduling of AWC-LVQF is the
same as Algorithm 2.

issue of mixed unicast and multicast traffic is addressed by
just separating unicast and multicast algorithms in the early
studies. The performance of those discrete algorithms is rather
poor. The scheduling complexity is determined by the maximum
complexity of the unicast scheduling algorithm and the multicast scheduling algorithm. Afterward, the integrated scheduling
algorithms are proposed to improve the performance.
The comparisons of our novel algorithms and other scheduling
algorithms for mixed unicast and multicast in terms of time
complexity, integrated, number of XB, methodology, and performance are summarized in Table II. The time complexity of LVQF
is only O(N ), which means it can be implemented with relatively
low hardware complexity. The value of W P i can be calculated
at the beginning of the Algorithm 1, we put the calculation for
W P i in the loop of output ports for the easy understanding of
the LVQF. Considering the enhanced AWC-LVQF algorithm,
Though the time complexity of O(N logN ) is not fully satisfied, it is still acceptable to be employed in a medium size
CICQ switch. Moreover, it provides a possible methodology for
improving the scheduling performance in CICQ switches.
In the unicast and multicast mixed traffic scheduling, the
relation between input load λ and output load μ is shown as
μ = λ(fu + |φ| fm )

where fu and fm are the ratio of unicast and multicast traffic,
respectively. |φ| is the average fanout of multicast.
For each multicast cell to be generated, the destination ports
are evenly distributed. In the generation process, all N destination ports are traversed, and each port is chosen as the possible
destination port of the multicast cell with a probability of 0.5. If
the number of selected destination ports is less than 2, the above
generation process will be repeated until the size of the selected
destination ports is larger than 1. In our simulations with N of 16,
the above process results in average fanout of 8.005 and 2.224
for uniform and nonuniform traffic, respectively.
For the nonuniform unicast traffic [33], classical weak diagonal model is utilized, described as

VII. PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS
Before we carry out the quantitative performance investigations on the proposed LVQF and AWC-LVQF algorithms,
we first give a complete qualitative analysis of both of the
existing scheduling algorithms and the proposed algorithms in
this article. As we discussed in the introduction, the scheduling

(2)

Pi,j =

u
wu + 1−w
N ,
1−wu
N ,

i=j
otherwise

(3)

where Pi,j denotes the probability of the unicast generated from
input port i destining to output port j, and ωu is the nonuniform factor of unicast. Similarly with the generation process
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Fig. 4.

Average latency of uniform Bernoulli traffic. (a) fm = 0.2. (b) fm = 0.8.

Fig. 5.

Average latency of uniform on-off traffic. (a) fm = 0.2. (b) fm = 0.8.

of nonuniform unicast. The generation probability of different
fanout of nonuniform multicast can be obtained by substituting
ωu with nonuniform factor of multicast ωm into (3).
We use C++ to develop the simulation tool. And we utilize the
list struct to emulate the VOQs in CICQ. The simulation length
is 106 slots, ωu and ωm are both set as 0.5 for nonuniform traffic.
The switching ports are 16 × 16, each input port maintains
four multicast queues, and all the scheduling algorithms adopt
Modulo CA mechanism. The mean burst length of ON-OFF
traffic is set as 16. We demonstrate the results with respect to
the output load μ. To avoid traffic un-admissibility, we consider
that the maximum value of output load is less than 1. Taking the
performance of FIFO in OQ as a benchmark, the performance
of LVQF, AWC-LVQF, MF-MRSF, and LCMS are compared in
detail. For the best-effort traffic discussed as following, generally
speaking, high throughout means low latency. At low load, there
is only a negligible difference for the throughput of different
scheduling algorithms. However, the slight decrease of throughput will result in a huge deterioration of the average latency at
high load.
A. Uniform Bernoulli Traffic
Fig. 4 shows the average latency for uniform bernoulli traffic
of investigated algorithms when fm equals 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. It can be observed that the performance of LVQF,

9

AWC-LVQF, LCMS, MF-MRSF, and 2BSI have a similar increase trend. The performance of LVQF has great improvement
compared with MF-MRSF, LCMS, and 2BSI under a load of
larger than 0.9. At load of 0.97, compared with 2BSI, LVQF
achieves 18.2% and 87.6% less average latency for fm of 0.2
and 0.8, respectively. We find that the performance improvement
of LVQF becomes significant with a higher fm . The reason is that
the fairness between unicast and multicast scheduling is taken
into consideration during the design of LVQF, which makes it
suitable to traffic with a higher ratio of multicast compared with
other scheduling algorithms. Moreover, AWC-LVQF is superior
to LVQF due to the deployment of the traffic regulation module.
However, the performance of AWC-LVQF still has an obvious
gap compared with OQ for the reason that the traffic regulation
module can not completely eliminate the HoL.
B. Uniform On-Off Traffic
Fig. 5 shows the average latency for uniform on-off traffic of
those algorithms when fm equals 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. It
can be seen that the comparison results of uniform on-off traffic
are similar with uniform bernoulli traffic, and the superiority of
LVQF increases as fm becomes larger. At output load of 0.9 and
when fm equals 0.8, there is a serious HoL issue. The average
latencies of MF-MRSF, LCMS, and 2BSI deteriorate heavily and
are all larger than 7400 slots due to the severe HoL phenomenon.
On the contrary, LVQF not only considers the different weights
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Fig. 6.

Average latency of nonuniform Bernoulli traffic. (a) fm = 0.2. (b) fm = 0.8.

Fig. 7.

Average latency of nonuniform on-off traffic. (a) fm = 0.2. (b) fm = 0.8.

for unicast and multicast, but also balances the size of column
XBs. Therefore, LVQF has less occurrence of HoL and can
obtain a relatively low average latency (945 slots). When fm
equals 0.8, there is almost no difference between AWC-LVQF
and LVQF as the high occurrences of HoL.

there are clear latency difference between LVQF(AWC-LVQF)
and other algorithms under nonuniform Bernoulli traffic. And
the performance of LVQF and AWC-LVQF is very close to the
performance achieved by FIFQ in OQ.

C. Nonuniform Bernoulli Traffic

D. Nonuniform On-Off Traffic

Fig. 6 shows the average latency for nonuniform bernoulli
traffic of those algorithms with fm of 0.2 and 0.8 under the
confidence interval of 95%, respectively. When fm equals 0.2,
it can be observed that the performance of AWC-LVQF and
LVQF are consistent with MF-MRSF and LCMS, and all outperform 2BSI. The average latency of AWC-LVQF, LVQF,
LCMS, MF-MRSF, and 2BSI are 6.6, 7.0, 9.5, 10.8, and 11.5
slots at a load of 0.94, and AWC-LVQF has the least average
latency. When fm equals 0.8, the average latency of those five
algorithms are 8.7, 9.1, 30.8, 15.1, and 38.7 slots at a load
of 0.92. As the load increases to 0.94, the performance of
LCMS, MF-MRSF, and 2BSI deteriorates dramatically and the
average latency is 82 410, 1750.5, and 2834.8 slots, respectively.
While the latency of LVQF and AWC-LVQF are only 12.7
and 12.0 slots, respectively. MF-MRSF and LCMS have lost
the practicability when the load is larger than 0.94. Moreover,
we could find that the improvement of LVQF increases as the
multicast ratio increases. As we can find in Fig. 6(a) and (b),

Fig. 7 illustrates the average latency for nonuniform ON/OFF
traffic of those algorithms with fm of 0.2 and 0.8, respectively.
We notice that the comparison results of nonuniform on-off
traffic are similar with nonuniform bernoulli traffic. Moreover,
we could find that the improvement of LVQF increases, in
particular, as the multicast ratio fm increases.
The average latency of LVQF is 126 slots, which is less
than MF-MRSF of 242.2 slots, LCMS of 174.6 slots and 2BSI
of 276.1 slots at load of 0.9 when fm equals 0.2. When fm
equals 0.8, the performance of MF-MRSF, LCMS, and 2BSI
deteriorates heavily due to the serious HoL when load is larger
than 0.6. The average latencies of LCMS, MF-MRSF, and 2BSI
at load of 0.85 are 9001, 54 745, and 26 873.3 slots, respectively,
while the average latencies of LVQF and AWC-LVQF are only
607 and 420.9 slots, which further verify the suitability of LVQF
and AWC-LVQF at high load. From the comparison results, we
conclude that AWC-LVQF and LVQF have lower latency than
MF-MRSF and LCMS especially at high load for all the traffic
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Fig. 8.
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Average latency of various XB buffer sizes with fm of 0.8. (a) Nonuniform Bernoulli traffic. (b) Nonuniform on-off traffic.

patterns. And the superiority is remarkable when fm is 0.8. The
benefits of LVQF and AWC-LVQF come from the approaching
work-conserving.

patterns, and the performance advantage enlarges as the multicast ratio increases.
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